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MISSION  STATEMENT

Bringing true 
individuality and 

authenticity together in a 
SYMPLE way



1  -  INTRODUCTION

       a.   Symplicity Productions LLC's Vision

Symplicity Productions, LLC is an experience creation company that focuses on music and film 
production, performance arts and event planning with the purpose of  promoting positivity and 
building the community,
 

Music Production
 
Symplicity  Productions aims to fill the gap 
of positivity in the Hip-Hop genre. The Hip-
Hop we love has traditionally been 
perceived as as aggresive and hard hitting. 
Our goal is to reveal the untapped potential 
the genre possesses for connecting with 
audiences and spreading a positive 
message.
 

Film Production
 
Through film, we aim to push the 
boundaries of the art to find new ways to 
tell stories of encouragement and purpose. 
We want to broaden the horizons of indie 
film making to achieve higher acclaim and 
mainstream success. Above all we will tell 
stories that our audience will identify with 
and convey messages that will impact their 
lives for the better.
 
 
 
Event Planning
 
Our events at Symplicity Productions serve 
four main purposes:
 
 
 

Performance Arts
 
Energy. Positivity. Dance. Fun.
 
As a collective, our goal is to bring an 
experience to the stage that unites 
audiences from all walks of life. Our 
performances use funk elements infused 
in Hip-Hop with a beat that will make 
anyone move their feet and live 
instruments that will keep our audience 
entertained in any venue.

1. To promote indie artists and present them to new 
audience.
 
2. To  showcase the diversity of creativity within the indie 
music scene.
 
3. To connect artists to other artists, creatives and 
professionals in the music and film industry.
 
4. To bring music and film knowledge to individuals 
who are interested in that career path.



       b.   A Brief History

Symplicity Productions was originally just a Hip-Hop collective based out of Raleigh, NC. In the summer 
of 2014, after meeting at NC State’s African American Symposium their freshman year, Jason (JDay), 
Traemani (3rd King), Stevie (Master Steve), and Ade (Ade Adesina) realized their shared passion for 
music and later formed Symplicity with Traemani’s younger brother Tyree (T1K). From there they began 
to blend their unique styles of musical expression to create a funky style of Rap that conveys messages of 
positivity and unity.
 
Exploding on the local party scene, Symplicity began to make a name for themselves as they brought 
energy and explosive group chemistry to every stage they blessed. Some of those stages include NC 
State’s back to school event titled “Packapalooza,” Dereck Whittenburg’s charity scholarship event, and 
Meredith College’s Fall Festival. They have also organized a few events of their own in conjunction with 
other organizations, such as their Valentine’s Day “Living Single” concert and local talent showcase 
“RoseGold” on the campus of NC State University. Their mix of head bopping grooves and up tempo 
songs culminated into their debut EP release “It’s Symple” in September of 2017 on all streaming 
platforms. From their melodic jam “Just Wanna Make It,” to their upbeat banger “Summertime,” 
Symplicity beautifully shows their diversity of sound and lyricism throughout this 20 minute experience.
 
With the first solo release “LLL” by Master Steve in March 2018, a Symple Universe was born. The solo 
and group material Symplicity will release to the masses and is sure to inspire a culture of independence 
and freedom in expression. We strive to drive culture forward and inspire other creators to go against 
the grain, be themselves, and continue to tell their stories the way they want. Too many people have had 
their ideas shut down and castaway into the bottomless abyss that is conformity. No one should fear 
their own creative ability. No one should doubt the amount of success they can achieve. The only thing 
one should fear is fear itself. Symplicity symply wants to empower everyday people to show them that 
they are extraordinary minds with the ability to become the best version of themselves. 
 
In August 2018, the collective became an LLC expanding their focus on music and performance arts 
to add event planning and music film production. Mixing and mastering, photography, writing, and 
film are just a few of the services Symplicity Productions provides. 



       c.   The Problem
The problem is simple: with the variety of independent artist that are prevalent, there are not 
enough events to showcase their talent, music and art. There are a rise of independent artists like: 
Chance the Rapper, Rapsody, Childish Gambino, Dom Kennedy and Run the Jewels, who are 
becoming more popular in mainstream music. There are also a lot of unknown artist who are looking 
for new ways to perform and get discovered in this new digital era.
 
There are multiple concerts and events, but there are not many events that allow for artist to get 
showcased, while having different backgrounds, genres and sounds.  There are also not a lot of events 
that bring people together in the community in an positive light, while adding value to venues, artist 
and participants, at low cost.
 





2  -  HOUSE  OF  MUSIC

       a.   What is House of Music (HOM)?

House of Music is a talent showcase hosted by Symplicity Productions that features 5-10 artist in the 
local area. The purpose of House of Music is to solve the gap between undiscovered or up and coming 
indie artist and awareness of their talent. House of Music brings the community together by giving 
each artist the opportunity to perform their original songs or covers and display it to a large range of 
audiences.
 
Doors open 1 hour prior to event time. Each artist is given 10-15 minutes to perform and depending on 
the venue space, Symplicity will provide lighting, stage equipment and drums for all participating 
artists. Artist are allowed to submit an application that requires each artist to send tracks, visuals and 
anything that is required to perform at the desired showcase time.  Depending on the venue, House of 
Music insures no vulgar language during performances to allow for all age ranges to participate or 
attend the event. 
 
As an attendee, tickets ranges from $5-10 and depending on venue requirements, food will be available 
for purchase. Vendors are able to participate in the event by purchasing a $50 vendor slot which provides 
each vendor with a table, badge, and sponsor marketing. 5 vendor slots are available at each event.
 
House of Music aims to spread positivity and 10% of revenue is donated to a local organization to help 
impact and build the community. Donations are accepted and each event will include a $5 raffle for a 
chance for the audience and participants to win an prize!
 

$50 Vendor Fee
 
Each vendor has 
the opportunity to 
purchase an 
vendor slot during 
event.
 
Includes:
 
Table
Badge
Sponsor 
Marketing

$5-10 Event Ticket 
 
Each attendee are 
subject to pay $5-
10 per entry for 
event.
 
 
Includes:
 
Entry to event
 

$50 VIP Ticket 
 
Each attendee has 
the opportunity to 
purchase VIP 
ticket.
 
 
Includes:
 
Entry to event
Recorded Footage
HOM T-Shirt
Raffle Ticket

$5 Raffle Ticket 
 
Each attendee and 
participant has the 
opportunity of 
purchasing raffle 
ticket for chance to 
win $50 Visa Card.
 
$25 Symple Shirt
 
$35 HOM T-Shirt
 
$75 HOM Hoodie
 



       b.   Artists & Performers Details

Symplicity Productions will host "House of Music" to showcase 5-10 local artists. Each artist will be 
given 10-15 minutes to perform their set. Artist are required to submit an artist application online on 
our website to be considered as a performer. Here,  all artist must submit their performance track, 
visuals, and any requirements needed to perform. 
 
Depending on venue, no vulgar language will be allowed in any of the performances. Artist are 
required to submit clean performance tracks and perform clean lyrics. House of Music is a positive 
influenced event and there will be a mixed audience. Therefore, if your music contains vulgar language 
please censor your content.
 
Depending on venue, Symplicity will provide lightning, sound equipment and drums for all artists. 
Includes: Sound equipment (Wireless microphones, microphone stands, speakers, computer, PA), Band 
Equipment (Drum set & Piano) & Stage Materials ( Lights).
 
Artists are encouraged to market, share, post and invite any fans and potential future artists to the 
event. There will be marketing material included in the performance confirmation email.
 
All Artists are required to arrive at the event 2 hours prior to showtime for soundcheck and check-in.
 
 



       c.   Vendor Details
Symplicity Productions created HOM for the purpose of promoting artists' and venues' arts 
and business. Each vendor will be able to purchase a $50 vendor pass and Symplicity will 
provide the following:
 
Table
- Each vendor will be provided a table to showcase their business and services that they 
provide. During HOM there will be an intermission that will for everyone to visit these tables 
to learn more about the vendors. 
 
Badge
- Like the artists who are performing in this event, the vendor will also receive a HOM badge 
with your business name 
 
Sponsor & Marketing
- For the vendors participating in HOM, your name and business will be included in all 
marketing and promotional material leading up to the event, This includes social media, 
website, flyers, and other forms of community outreach . 
 
**Each potential vendor will be required to submit a vendor application that includes 
information about their business. This includes name, goal/purpose, as well the services 
that are provided.
 
 



       d.   Past Events
 

"The group delivered a venue with great food, a line-up of talented performers, and a 
chance for the audience to win prizes. The talent at this show continues to show me even 
though there are people from all over, North Carolina houses some of the best young 
artists in the game right now.
 
 - Calvin Anderson
 





3- BENEFITS

 At House of Music , you are the center of attention!  We strive to make this 
event not only advantageous to the performing artists, but also to the 
businesses that are apart of this experience, the venues that host this 
event, as well as the community at large.  
 
a. Artists
- What separates House of Music from other talent showcase events is the 
diverse talent that is displayed for the community to see. The audience gets 
to experience a wide variety of genres and sounds of music that allow for 
the artists involved to gain a new following of fans that may not have been 
able to gain at other events.
 
b. Venue
- As the venue hosting House of Music, you r venue is more than just the 
location where this event takes place. Your venue and the services it 
provides will be highlighted throughout this event, as we hope to showcase 
your business and allow for it to expand even further.  
 
c. Community
- A local event is not successful without the community. An event like HOM 
brings the community together. This is an event where individuals of all 
ages can attend, as we want to spread positivity through music that all can 
hear. There are so many talented artists and local businesses that people 
are not aware of, and HOM brings these artists and businesses to the 
spotlight. Furthermore, 10% of the proceeds from this event will be 
donated to a local charity/organization.
 



4- Meet The Team

Stevie Thompson, Jr.

Greensboro native also known as Master 

Steve. Stevie is an entrepreneur and creative 

with the goal of finding new ways of 

experiencing music and technology.

Traemani Hawkins

As a storyteller at heart, Traemani Hawkins 

(3rd King) strives to create immersive 

experiences through music. He aims to get his 

message across in fresh and entertaining 

ways that will pull the audience into a new 

world.

Jason Day

J Day, a Greensboro native, strives to 

showcase his storytelling with his smooth 

lyricism and delivery as a solo rapper and a 

member of Symplicity Productions. 

Ade Adesina

Ade makes it a point to immerse you in his 

world and tell his story how he sees fit. There 

is no edge that you can reach , the 

possibilities are endless. He experiments with 

all sounds and delivers enticing lyric to boot.



5- Looking 

Forward

 This is only the beginning but this starts with you. We want to take House 
of Music to a whole other level and not just limit it to just one location. 
Eventually we want to make House of Music a global event that will allow 
for participation of artist and vendors from all over the world.
 
Short Term: 
- We plan to have one HOM event in the Atlanta area by the end of 2019. 
- Partner with local businesses, colleges, and universities in the Atlanta area
- No less than 200 people in attendance
- At least 10 vendors
- At least 10 performing artists
- Donate 10% of proceeds to an organization with a large impact in the area
 
Long Term:
- Expand HOM to 5 different locations across the United States
- With the expansion of HOM, percentage of proceeds given to an 
organization increases
- Artist will be able to be compensated for performing at HOM
- Make HOM a globally known event 
- Acquire one well known, mainstream artist to perform at each HOM event
- Larger scale venues
- Corporate partnerships
 
 
 



6-Conclusion

 House of Music is bigger than just us. House of 
Music is an event that changes the way we 
experience new talent and music. House of Music 
is the solution for bringing the community and 
people together in a positive light and it starts 
with one person at a time. It starts with you!
 
 


